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MAY

A Sweet Contemporary Romance
from a Well-Known Name
y “Wade launches the Misty River Romance series with this
crafty mix of tragedy, intrigue, and romance.”
—Publishers Weekly on Stay with Me
y Falling for You won 2019 Christy Award for
Contemporary Romance
y Avid fans will relish the quaint, picturesque setting in
the Blue Ridge Mountains of northern Georgia
y Author’s novels have sold more than 200,000 copies

H

aving graduated college at 18, Sebastian Grant has continued to
leverage his intelligence and determination to become a pediatric
heart surgeon. The more accolades he receives, the more he’s driven to
pursue. Then he meets high school math teacher Leah Montgomery, and
his fast-spinning world comes to a sudden stop.
Solving advanced math equations by the age of five, Leah has always
wanted to pursue a PhD in mathematics. She willingly put that dream on
hold to raise her brother. Now that he is of age, she’s set on avoiding any
obstacles to her goal—including romance.
When Leah receives surprising news in the process of taking a test for
tracking her ancestry, she asks Sebastian to help her comb through aged
hospital records to learn more. Soon his presence isn’t so easily ignored.
But when Sebastian learns his best friend also has feelings for Leah, he
begins to question his resolve to win her. Attaining their deepest desires
may require more sacrifices than they ever imagined.

Let It Be Me
Misty River Romance

Becky Wade
9 780764 235610
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 4
$15.99
978-0-7642-3561-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Becky Wade is a bestselling
author of heart-pounding
and faith-filled contemporary
romance novels and the winner
of the 2018 Christy Award Book
of the Year. She’s a native of
California who married a Texan
and now lives in Dallas with her
husband and three children. To
© Emilie Hendryx of E.A.
find out more about Becky and
Creative Photography
her books, visit www.beckywade.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
A Misty River Romance
Stay with Me
978-0-7642-3560-3

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MAY

Insightful Biblical Fiction
from a Bestselling Author
y Popularity of television series The Chosen displays that
people are continuing to look for stories around the
life of Christ
y Leveraging her PhD in biblical studies, Hunt offers a
piercing look at what the first writing of the Gospels
would have been like
y “King’s Shadow is another engrossing read from Angela
Hunt, who knows how to bring a Biblical time period
to vivid life.”—Historical Novels Review

D

isciple Matthew, a former tax collector, is invited to work with Peter,
James, and John in Jerusalem. He dreams of preaching and performing miracles like his fellow apostles, but he finds his dreams postponed
because of a request from Yeshua’s mother. Well aware of the passing
years, Mary asks Matthew to help her record the stories of Yeshua while
the eyewitnesses are still alive. Reluctantly, he agrees, though the longer
he and Mary work together, the more difficult their task becomes. Not
only are they pressured by opposition from friends and foes alike, but
Gaius Caesar, better known as Caligula, is determined to raise a statue of
himself in the Holy Temple, even if it means killing every man in Israel. As
Matthew works to save his people, Mary encourages him to come to terms
with issues from his past. When they finally near the completion of their
project, Matthew realizes that the job he reluctantly accepted might be his
God-given destiny.

A Woman of Words
Jerusalem Road #3 of 4

Angela Hunt

9 780764 233869
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 4
$15.99
978-0-7642-3386-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Biblical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / Ancient World
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
The author of more than 100
published books and with
nearly 5 million copies of her
books sold worldwide, Angela
Hunt is the New York Times
bestselling author of The Note,
The Nativity Story, and Esther:
Royal Beauty. Romantic Times
Book Club presented Angela
with a Lifetime Achievement
Award in 2006. In 2008, Angela completed her PhD in
biblical studies in theology. She and her husband live
in Florida with their mastiffs. She can be found online
at www.angelahuntbooks.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Jerusalem Road
1 Daughter of Cana
978-0-7642-3384-5
2 The Shepherd’s Wife
978-0-7642-3385-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MAY

Charming and Tender Dual-Time
Southern Romance
y For readers of Lauren K. Denton, Rachel Hauck,
Lisa Wingate, and Lynn Austin
y “A rich, complex, and uplifting story of family lost and
found that I won’t soon forget. Highly recommended!”
—Colleen Coble, USA Today bestselling author of the
Lavender Tide series, on The Dress Shop on King Street
y Tale of a feud that stretches generations, and a woman’s
fight for restoration

I

n 1929, a spark forms between talented watercolorist Eliza and William,
a charming young man who has been hired to forge her popular paintings.
Her aunt makes it clear Eliza should stay away from him because of a feud
between their families over missing heirloom silver. But the source of the
rivalry was long ago, and as the two get to know each other, they fall in
love. William regrets the job that desperation led him to take and their
families’ ongoing bitterness, but setting things right comes at a cost.
In present-day Charleston, Lucy Legare has just inherited an old house
from a mysterious benefactor, along with all the secrets it holds, including
an old silver heirloom. Declan Pinckney is determined to buy the house
for his family’s development company. But as Lucy uncovers secrets about
the house, garden, and silver, she becomes more determined than ever to
preserve the historic Charleston property, not only for history’s sake but
also for her own.

Paint and Nectar
Heirloom Secrets

Ashley Clark

9 780764 237614
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 11
$15.99
978-0-7642-3761-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Southern
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ashley Clark writes romantic
women’s fiction set in the
South. With a master’s degree
in creative writing, Ashley
teaches literature and writing
courses at the University of
West Florida. Ashley has been
an active member of American
Christian Fiction Writers for
almost a decade. She lives with
her husband, son, and two rescued Cocker Spaniels
off Florida’s Gulf Coast. When she’s not writing, she’s
rescuing stray animals, dreaming of Charleston, and
drinking all the English breakfast tea she can get her
hands on. Find her online at www.ashleyclarkbooks.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Heirloom Secrets
The Dress Shop
on King Street
978-0-7642-3760-7

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

MAY

New Edwardian Romance Series
from a Celebrated Author
y A thrilling series spotlighting a fascinating English
island setting
y “Smooth flowing narrative and resonant themes of
misinformation and social upheaval will draw readers
in to this glowing love story.”—Publishers Weekly on A
Portrait of Loyalty
y 2019’s Downton Abbey film pulled in nearly $200 million, revealing consumer hunger continues for stories
in this time and place
1906

Lady Elizabeth “Libby” Sinclair, with her love of microscopes and
nature, isn’t favored in society. She flees to the beautiful Isles of Scilly for
the summer and stumbles into the dangerous secrets left behind by her
holiday cottage’s former occupant, also named Elizabeth, who mysteriously
vanished.
Oliver Tremayne—gentleman and clergyman—is determined to
discover what happened to his sister, and he’s happy to accept the help of
the girl now living in what should have been Beth’s summer cottage . . .
especially when he realizes it’s the curious young lady he met briefly two
years ago, who shares his love of botany and biology. But the hunt for his
sister involves far more than nature walks, and he can’t quite believe all
the secrets Beth had been keeping from him.
As Libby and Oliver work together, they find ancient legends, pirate
wrecks, betrayal, and the most mysterious phenomenon of all: love.

The Nature of a Lady
The Secrets of the Isles #1 of 3

Roseanna M. White
9 780764 237188
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 4
$15.99
978-0-7642-3718-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Roseanna M. White pens
her novels beneath her Betsy
Ross flag, with her Jane Austen
action figure watching over her.
When not writing fiction, she’s
homeschooling her two children, editing and designing, and
pretending her house will clean
itself. Roseanna is the author of
numerous novels, ranging from
biblical fiction to American-set romances to Edwardian British series. Roseanna lives with her family
in West Virginia. Learn more at www.roseannamwhite.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Codebreakers
1 The Number of Love
978-0-7642-3181-0
2 On Wings of Devotion
978-0-7642-3182-7
3 A Portrait of Loyalty
978-0-7642-3183-4

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

Gripping Romantic Suspense from
an Acclaimed Author
y “Readers who love CBS’s NCIS will be thrilled. . . . This
taut, romantic suspense novel will keep readers on the
edges of their seats.”—Booklist on End Game
y Breach of Trust is a 2020 Selah Award finalist, and Lone
Witness won a 2019 Holt Medallion and a 2019 Maggie
Award
y Author’s real-life legal expertise brings authenticity

W

hen State Department attorney Vivian Steele witnesses two ambassadors collapse as if poisoned at a diplomatic dinner in Washington,
DC, she is recruited to be a member of a joint FBI task force assigned to investigate. But she soon finds her by-the-book ways clashing with a special
agent in the Diplomatic Security Service, Jacob Cruz. A former Navy SEAL
and in charge of the event’s security, Jacob takes the attack personally and
is driven to act quickly, even ahead of the rules and regulations.
As Viv starts to work her diplomatic sources, her past as a State
Department lawyer comes back to haunt her, and secrets held tightly by
the government thrust her into a web of danger. Afraid, Viv turns to the one
man bent on protecting others. But can she accept Jacob’s reckless ways
as exactly what she needs to stay alive and to discover the truth behind
the attacks?

Power Play

Capital Intrigue #3 of 3

Rachel Dylan

9 780764 234323
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 1
$15.99
978-0-7642-3432-3
trade paper
5½ x 8½
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rachel Dylan was a litigator
in one of the nation’s most
elite law firms for over eight
years and now works as an
attorney at one of the Big
Three automobile manufacturers. She is the author of numerous romantic suspense novels,
including the award-winning
© Erika Aitken Photography
Atlanta Justice series, and lives
in Michigan with her husband. She is active on social
media, and you can visit her website at
www.racheldylan.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Capital Intrigue
1 End Game
978-0-7642-3430-9
2 Backlash
978-0-7642-3431-6

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

EXCERPT
Lillian began pulling out the
supplies from the shopping basket,
preparing to move them to the
shelves. Grace slipped out of her
coat and began to help. At last Lillian
came to the mail that was tucked
down along the side. A bill from
the grocer. A letter from Lethbridge.
That’s all there is.
Lillian tugged at the corner of the
envelope until she could slip a finger
in and ripped one side open rather
impatiently. The carefully penned
letter was short and to the point.
Dear Miss Bennett and Miss
Walsh,
We regret to inform you that
permission for you to operate as a
children’s home under the auspices of
Brayton House in Lethbridge, Alberta,
has been withdrawn. Charges have
been filed against you by Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Szweda of Kedderton, Alberta.
Until the complaint has been thoroughly
investigated, we must ask you to
suspend all activity as a temporary residence for children. You are to surrender
any orphans still in your charge to the
management of Brayton House as soon
as you are able. We hope to receive your
full cooperation in this investigation.
Sincerely, Quinley Sinclair.
“It’s from the society,” Lillian gasped.
“Grace, look!” Her hand trembled as she
passed the page to her sister. “We’re
being accused.”
Grace’s eyes widened as she surveyed
the letter. Her words came slowly as a
whisper. “Oh dear. And we’re probably
guilty.”
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JUNE

Absorbing Companion Series to
Popular TV Show Continues
y Authors explore backstory and
plot lines not seen in show’s
episodes
y Janette Oke is a legend among
inspirational fiction readers
and writers
y Each episode of When Hope
Calls averaged 1.65 million
viewers
y Hallmark has contracted When
Hope Calls for a second season;
When Calls the Heart is set for
an eighth season

S

o much has been accomplished. Lillian Walsh has stepped out courageously beyond
what she’d ever dreamed of being able to achieve. She and her newly rediscovered
sister, Grace, have settled three children from England into new Canadian homes and are
prepared to place two more just after the New Year, when it happens—another painful
disruption.
A white lie the sisters used to protect some orphans has resulted in an official complaint
and a letter revoking the sisters’ permission to manage their little children’s home. And
unexpectedly, Walter, the young man who has won Lillian’s heart, departs for a job in the oil
industry without leaving any hope for their future, making her confused and lonely.
With more children on their way from England needing caring homes, Lillian and Grace
must use every ounce of gumption to keep their mission alive. But when startling information about the past surfaces and a new arrival comes via suspicious circumstances, they’ll
have to decide what is worth fighting for and what is better left in God’s hands.

Sustaining Faith
When Hope Calls #2 of 3

Janette Oke and Laurel Oke Logan

9 780764 235122 9 780764 235139 9 780764 235146
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 1
trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-3512-2
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32

large print
$19.99
978-0-7642-3514-6
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 24

hardcover
$24.99
978-0-7642-3513-9
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: FICTION /
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Historical /
General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Bestselling author Janette
Oke is celebrated for her significant contribution to the Christian book industry. Her novels
have sold more than 30 million
copies, and she is the recipient
of the ECPA President’s Award,
the CBA Life Impact Award,
the Gold Medallion, and the
Christy Award. Janette and her
husband, Edward, live in Alberta, Canada.
Laurel Oke Logan, daughter of Edward and Janette
Oke, is the author of several books, including Janette
Oke: A Heart for the Prairie, as well as Dana’s Valley
and the Return to the Canadian West series, cowritten
with her mom. Laurel has six children, seven grandchildren, and lives in Illinois.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
When Hope Calls
1 Unyielding Hope
978-0-7642-3567-2

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

Moving WWII-Era Romance Sure
to Leave an Impact
y Readers of Lynn Austin, Sarah Sundin, and Tracie
Peterson will enjoy
y Author continues to highlight fascinating aspects of
Canadian history
y “Mason bases her moving first installment of the Redemption’s Light series on a real-life women’s reformatory. . . .
A gripping, emotional tale.”—Publishers Weekly on A
Haven for Her Heart

I

n the midst of WWII, Jane Linder pours all her energy and dreams for
a family into her career at the Toronto Children’s Aid Society. As acting
directress, Jane hopes for a permanent appointment so she can continue
making a difference in the lives of troubled children. But if anyone were to
find out she is divorced, everything would change.
Garrett Wilder has been hired to overhaul operations at the Children’s
Aid Society. He hopes to impress the board members with his findings and
earn the vacant director’s position. A war injury ended his dream of taking
over his parents’ farm, but with the security of the director’s job, he’d be
able to contribute financially and help save the family business.
Despite their competing interests, feelings begin to blossom between
them. But then Jane’s ex-husband returns from overseas with an unexpected proposition that could fulfill her deepest desires. Suddenly at a
crossroads, can Jane discern the path to true happiness?

To Find Her Place
Redemption’s Light #2 of 3

Susan Anne Mason

9 780764 235207
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 8
$15.99
978-0-7642-3520-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Susan Anne Mason’s historical novel Irish Meadows won
the Fiction from the Heartland
contest from the Mid-American
Romance Authors Chapter of
RWA as well as the Christian
Retailer’s Choice Award for Debut Novel. A member of ACFW,
Susan lives outside of Toronto,
Ontario, with her husband and
two children. She can be found online at
www.susanannemason.net.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Redemption’s Light
1 A Haven for Her Heart
978-0-7642-3519-1

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JUNE

Gripping Dual-Time Suspense from
a Well-Regarded Author
y Wright attracts wins with a 2020 INSPY award and a
2019 Carol Award for her novels
y “Wright is a gifted and affirming storyteller whose
newest novel will stun readers with its dramatization
of revenge, brokenness, and the different ways people
fight for the ones they love.”—Booklist starred review of
The Haunting at Bonaventure Circus
y An unforgettable mystery set in the atmospheric upper
peninsula
1885.
Adria Fontaine has been sent to recover goods her father pirated on the
Great Lakes during the war. But when she arrives at Foxglove Manor—a
stone house on a cliff overlooking Lake Superior—Adria senses wickedness hovering over the property. The mistress of Foxglove is an eccentric
and seemingly cruel old woman who has filled her house with dangerous
secrets, ones that may cost Adria her life.
Present day.
Kailey Gibson is a new nurse’s aide at a senior home in a renovated
old stone manor. Kidnapped as a child, she has nothing but locked-up
memories of secrets and death, overshadowed by the chilling promise from
her abductors that they would return. When the residents of Foxglove start
sharing stories of whispers in the night, hidden treasure, and a love willing
to kill, it becomes clear this home is far from a haven. She’ll have to risk it
all to banish the past’s demons, including her own.

On the Cliffs of
Foxglove Manor
Jaime Jo Wright
9 780764 233906
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 1
$15.99
978-0-7642-3390-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jaime Jo Wright is the author
of six novels, including Christy
Award winner The House on
Foster Hill and Carol Award
winner The Reckoning at
Gossamer Pond. She’s also the
Publishers Weekly and ECPA
bestselling author of two novellas. Jaime lives in Wisconsin
with her cat named Foo; her
husband, Cap’n Hook; and their littles,
Peter Pan and CoCo. To learn more, visit
www.jaimewrightbooks.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
The Haunting at
Bonaventure Circus
978-0-7642-3389-0
Echoes among the Stones
978-0-7642-3388-3
The Curse of Misty Wayfair
978-0-7642-3030-1
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JUNE

Bestselling Author Celebrates
the Classic Texas Cowboy
y Witemeyer’s stories have sold more than 600,000 copies
y “At Love’s Command is a classic Western romance sure
to delight readers of that genre. Witemeyer utilizes her
authentic Texas setting to advantage, and peoples her
story with realistic, richly drawn characters.”
—All About Romance
y Readers will get twice the romance with both heroes
finding satisfying love

M

embers of Hanger’s Horsemen, Mark Wallace and Jonah Brooks
arrive in Llano County, Texas, to deliver a steed, never expecting
they’d deliver a baby as well. Left with an infant to care for, they head to
a nearby foundling home, where Mark encounters the woman he’d nearly
married a decade ago.
After failing at love, Katherine Palmer dedicated her life to caring for
children, teaming up with Eliza Southerland to start Harmony House. From
mixed ancestry, illegitimate, and female, Eliza understands the pain of
not fitting society’s mold. Yet those are the very attributes that lead her
to minister to outcast children. The taciturn Jonah intrigues her with his
courage and kindness, but there are secrets behind his eyes—ghosts from
wars past and others still being waged.
However, when a handful of urchin children from the area go missing, a
pair of Horsemen are exactly what the women need. Working together to
find the children, will these two couples find love as well?

The Heart’s Charge
Hanger’s Horsemen #2 of 3

Karen Witemeyer

9 780764 232084
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 1
$15.99
978-0-7642-3208-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Voted #1 Reader’s Favorite
Christian Romance Author of
2019 by Family Fiction magazine, bestselling author Karen
Witemeyer offers warmhearted historical romance with a
flair for humor, feisty heroines,
and swoon-worthy Texas
heroes. She makes her home
© Amanda Carpenter
in Abilene, Texas, with her
husband and three children. Learn more about Karen
and her books at www.karenwitemeyer.com.
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ALSO AVAILABLE
Hanger’s Horsemen
1 At Love’s Command
978-0-7642-3207-7

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JULY

A Delightful Historical Romance
Full of Cowboys
y Readers and critics alike continue to be delighted by
Connealy’s stories
y “Connealy’s vivid prose nicely captures the atmosphere
and beauty of the 19th-century American West.”
—Publishers Weekly
y Author’s novels have sold more than 500,000 copies

F

alcon Hunt awakens without a past, or at least not one he can recall.
He’s got brothers he can’t remember, and he’s interested in the prettiest
woman in the area, Cheyenne. Only trouble is, a few flashes of memory
make Falcon wonder if he’s already married. He can’t imagine abandoning
a wife. But his pa did just that—twice. When Falcon claims his inheritance
in the West, Cheyenne is cut out of the ranch she was raised on, leaving
her bitter and angry. And then Falcon kisses her, adding confusion and
attraction to the mix.
Soon it’s clear someone is gunning for the Hunt brothers. When one
of his brothers is shot, Falcon and Cheyenne set out to find who attacked
him. They encounter rustled cattle, traitorous cowhands, a missing woman,
and outlaws that take all their savvy to overcome. As love grows between
these two independent people, Falcon must piece together his past if
they’re to have any chance at a future.

A Man with a Past
Brothers in Arms #2 of 3

Mary Connealy

9 780764 237737
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 6
$15.99
978-0-7642-3773-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
304 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Western
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Connealy writes
“romantic comedies with
cowboys” and is celebrated for
her fun, zany, action-packed
style. She has sold more than
half a million books. She is the
author of the popular series
Brides of Hope Mountain, High
Sierra Sweethearts, Kincaid
© Ginger Murray Photography
Brides, Trouble in Texas, Wild at
Heart, Cimarron Legacy, and many other books. Mary
lives on a ranch in eastern Nebraska with her very
own romantic cowboy hero. Learn more at
www.maryconnealy.com.
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Brothers in Arms
1 Braced for Love
978-0-7642-3772-0

Orders: 1- 800 - 877-2665

JULY

EXCERPT
“You can have the room over
there,” Lena said, pointing straight
ahead.
Kirstin opened the door. “Oh, it’s
lovely. So perfect.”
Lena watched as she made her
way around the room, touching the
mirrored dresser and then the quilted
bed cover. “I made that quilt special
for you when I heard you would come.
It’s my welcoming gift to you.”
Kirstin hurried back to her grandmother and hugged her tight. “I love
it, and I love you for making it for me.”
Lena smiled and gently pushed
Kirstin away. “Now, you wash up and
rest. I’ll come get you if it gets too
late.” She turned to Habram. “Just
leave that suitcase and come with me.
I’ll pour you another cup of coffee.”
“Another cup sounds good. It’s
mighty cold today.”
Lena led the way downstairs and
smiled at the sight of three sets of
dishes waiting her attention by the sink.
She loved to have company. Her only
son had been killed in a logging accident
five years after she lost her beloved
husband Jürgen to sickness. How she
missed them both. If not for Habram and
the boys, she might have died from a
broken heart.
“When will you tell her about her
brother?” Habram asked in a hushed
tone.
Lena brought his coffee to the table
and shook her head. “I don’t know. It’s a
great deal to tell.”
“Ja, but it must be told.”
She nodded. “Ja. It must.”
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A Sure Bestseller from a Legendary
Historical Romance Author
y “Childhood friends reconnect
during sad circumstances in
the consuming launch of
Peterson’s Willamette Brides
series. . . . This is a beautiful
story of redemption.”
—Publishers Weekly on
Secrets of My Heart
y Series continues to explore
the history of Duluth and the
events that made it the major
Great Lakes port it is today
y Author’s last series set in
Minnesota was a major hit
with readers

I

n 1871, Kirstin Hallberg arrives in Duluth, Minnesota, to find the city council intent on
building a canal and ensuring the city’s rise to greatness. She’s come to care for her elderly
grandmother Lena Segerson only to discover Lena very full of life and full of secrets. For
when Kirstin opens their front door one day, she finds the brother she long thought dead
on the other side. Domar begs his sister to say nothing to their parents, viewing their grief
as payment for falsely accusing him of bad behavior years prior and driving him from their
Swedish village. Caught between her brother’s wishes and the chance to ease her family’s
pain, Kirstin doesn’t know which decision is right.
When Domar’s friend Ilian is hurt in an accident, Kirstin and her grandmother volunteer to
care for him. Ilian struggles with his own bitterness toward his estranged father, heightened
by his injured leg. He can now never return to logging, but the only other thing he really
knows and enjoys is making Mackinaw boats—but that would force him to seek his
father’s help.
As he recovers, a natural attraction starts between Ilian and Kirstin, but both are dealing
with problems without easy answers. With no clear way forward, can love ever thrive
and the past be forgiven?
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Category: FICTION /
Christian / Romance /
Historical
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FICTION / Romance /
Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tracie Peterson is the bestselling, award-winning author
of more than 100 novels. Tracie
also teaches writing workshops
at a variety of conferences
on subjects such as inspirational romance and historical
research. She and her family
live in Montana. Learn more at
www.traciepeterson.com.
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Acclaimed Author Offers Stirring
Conclusion to Duology
y Story parallels the days of the judge Samuel, and
the events that bred the Hebrew thirst for a king
y “Cossette masterfully explores complex Biblical
questions and provides fresh perspective to the Old
Testament.”—Historical Novels Review on Until the
Mountains Fall
y In 2019, Cossette’s novels received a Carol Award and
a Christy Award

T

en years ago Lukio fled Kiryat-Yearim, where he’d been adopted by the
Levite family who guarded the Ark of the Covenant. Feeling betrayed
by everyone, he returned to his birthplace in Philistia to become a famous
fighter. Now the champion of Ashdod, Lukio has achieved every goal with
the help of his ruthless cousin. But just as he is set to claim the biggest
prize of all, the daughter of the king, his past collides with his present in
the form of Shoshana.
After a heartbreaking end to her secret friendship with Lukio, Shoshana
thought to never see the boy with the dual-colored eyes and the troubled
soul again. But when she is captured in a Philistine raid and enslaved
in Ashdod, she is surprised to find that the brutal fighter known as
Demon-Eyes is Lukio himself.
With explosive secrets and unbreakable vows standing between them,
finding a way to freedom for both may cost them everything.

Between the
Wild Branches

The Covenant House #2 of 2

Connilyn Cossette
9 780764 234354
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: July 6
$15.99
978-0-7642-3435-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Biblical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Connilyn Cossette is a Christy
Award and Carol Award–winning author whose books have
been found on ECPA and CBA
bestseller lists. When she is not
engulfed in the happy chaos of
homeschooling two teenagers,
devouring books whole, or
avoiding housework, she can
be found digging into the rich
© Collin Cossette
ancient world of the Bible to discover gems of grace
that point to Jesus and weaving them into an immersive fiction experience. Although she and her husband
have lived all over the country in their twenty-plus
years of marriage, they currently call a little town
south of Dallas, Texas, their home. Connect with her
at www.connilyncossette.com.
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A Tangled Legal Thriller Set
in Early 19th Century
y “Johnson writes vividly . . . with an irresistible setup.”
—Publishers Weekly on The Deposit Slip
y A practicing lawyer, author’s detailed research and
experiences bring rich authenticity to story
y “With its dizzyingly twisty, engrossing plot, Johnson’s
latest legal thriller is a perfect match for fans of John
Grisham and Robert Whitlow.”
—Library Journal on Fatal Trust

A

s a barrister in 1819 London, William Snopes is a strong advocate
who chooses to defend the poorer classes against the powerful. That
changes the day a struggling heiress, Lady Malissa Jameson, arrives at
his door.
In a last-ditch effort to save her faltering estate, Lady Jameson invested
in the acquisition of a merchant brig, the Padget, allowed by a letter of
marque from the king’s regent to legally capture cargo from French traders
operating illegally in the Indian Sea. Yet when the ship returns to the
London harbor, it’s met by constables and soldiers ready to seize its goods,
accusing the sailors of piracy. And the letter proving their legality has
disappeared.
Moved by the lady’s distress, intrigued by the claimed letter, and goaded
by an opposing solicitor, William Snopes cautiously takes the case. But as
he gets deeper into the mystery and prepares for trial, he learns that the
forces arrayed against Lady Jameson, and now himself, are even more
powerful than he’d imagined.

The Barrister and the
Letter of Marque
Todd M. Johnson
9 780764 212369
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-1236-9
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Mystery & Detective / Historical
FICTION / Legal
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Todd M. Johnson has practiced as an attorney for over
30 years, specializing as a trial
lawyer. A graduate of Princeton
University and the University of
Minnesota Law School, he has
also taught for two years as an
adjunct professor of international law and served as a U.S.
Emily Stephenson
diplomat in Hong Kong. He is
the author of The Deposit Slip and lives outside Minneapolis, Minnesota, with his wife and daughter. He
can be found online at www.authortoddjohnson.com.
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Witty and Heartfelt Contemporary
Romance from a RITA Award Winner
y Perfect for fans of Becky Wade, Denise Hunter, Melissa
Ferguson, and Katherine Reay
y Heroine discovers the beauty of surrendering to God’s
plan, even when it feels like the worst-case scenario
y On Love and a Little White Lie: “Gray has crafted a sweet
story.”—Library Journal and “An entertaining tale.”
—Publishers Weekly

D

arcy Malone’s dreams of mission work are dashed on her eve of
fulfilling them: The Guatemalan school she was to teach at has closed.
Devastated because she’s already quit her job and given up her apartment,
she also loses the perfect escape from the aftermath of her parents’
divorce. Stuck in her worst-case scenario, Darcy takes an unexpected offer
to move in with Bryson Katsaros’s little sister, despite the years of distrust
that’s grown between her and Bryson, the lead singer in her best friend
Cameron’s band. As she meets those close to him, Darcy realizes that
Bryson is more than she believed.
Struck with the need to find a purpose, Darcy jumps at the chance to
care for and train a group of dogs, with the aim of finding each a home
before their bereaved owner returns them to animal control. But it’s Darcy
herself who will encounter a surprising rescue in the form of unexpected
love, forgiveness, and the power of letting go.

Love and the Silver Lining
State of Grace

Tammy L. Gray

9 780764 235917
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3591-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Christian / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tammy L. Gray lives in the
Dallas area with her family, and
they love all things Texas. Her
nine modern and true-to-life
contemporary romances include
the 2017 RITA Award–winning My Hope Next Door. When
not taxiing her three kids to
various events, Tammy can be
© Karen Graham
spotted crunching numbers as
the financial administrator at her hometown church.
Find her online at www.tammylgray.com.
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A Stirring Historical Novel Sure to
Earn Author Further Praise
y Author lends her moving and poetic voice to a story of
hope set during WWI
y Whose Waves These Are won a 2020 INSPY award for
Debut Fiction
y “With its appeal for inspirational and secular readers,
this is highly recommended.”—Library Journal starred
review of Set the Stars Alight

P

rivate Matthew Petticrew arrives in France as part of the American
Expeditionary Forces, an arrival which a war-weary France desperately
hopes will help to end the turmoil. Having faced unthinkable things on the
front, he is captivated by the sound of a lullaby, sung by a voice so pure he
knows he must have imagined it. But rumors sweep through the trenches
like wildfire, dubbing the voice “The Angel of Argonne,” a mysterious
presence who leaves behind wreaths on unmarked graves and footprints in
the war-pocked soil.
Raised wild in the depths of the Forest of Argonne, France, Mireilles
finds her world rocked when war comes crashing into the idyllic home
she has always known, taking much from her. When Matthew discovers
Mireilles, three things are clear: She is alone in the world, she cannot stay,
and he and his two unlikely companions might be the only ones who can
get her to safety.

Yours Is the Night
Amanda Dykes

9 780764 232688
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3268-8
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Amanda Dykes is a drinker of
tea, dweller of redemption, and
spinner of hope-filled tales who
spends most days chasing wonder and words with her family.
She’s a former English teacher
and the author of Set the Stars
Alight and Whose Waves
These Are, an INSPY award
© Michael Pettrey
winner and a Booklist 2019 Top
Ten Romance debut, as well as three novellas. Find
her online at www.amandadykes.com.
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Amusing Historical Romance Set
during the Gilded Age
y Mystery and humor abound as these lady inquirers
take a new case
y “Readers will laugh out loud at the witty dialogue and
cheer when justice gets smartly served. This is Turano’s best
yet.” —Publishers Weekly starred review of To Steal a Heart
y “A fun romp.”—Booklist on A Diamond in the Rough

M

iss Daphne Beekman is a mystery writer by day, inquiry agent by
night. Known for her ability to puzzle out plots, she happily works
behind the scenes for the Bleecker Street Inquiry Agency, staying well
away from danger. However, when Mr. Herman Henderson arrives on the
doorstep of the agency, desperate for someone to investigate numerous
attempts on his life, Daphne soon finds herself in the thick of a case she’s
determined to solve.
Mr. Herman Henderson is also a mystery writer, but unlike the dashing
heroes he pens, he prefers living a quiet life, determined to avoid the fate
of his adventurous parents, who perished while searching for the Lost City
of Gold.
As the list of suspects grows and sinister plots are directed at Daphne,
the situation quickly deteriorates, and a revealed secret jeopardizes their
newfound affection. Only time will tell if Daphne will be able to regain
Herman’s trust and save both their lives.

To Write a Wrong

The Bleecker Street Inquiry Agency

Jen Turano

9 780764 235320
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3532-0
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / American
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Named one of the funniest
voices in inspirational romance
by Booklist, Jen Turano is a
USA Today bestselling author,
known for penning quirky
historical romances set in the
Gilded Age. Her books have
earned Publishers Weekly and
Booklist starred reviews, top
© Sara Karam Photography
picks from Romantic Times,
and praise from Library Journal. She’s been a finalist
twice for the RT Reviewers’ Choice Awards and had
two of her books listed in the top 100 romances of
the past decade from Booklist. She and her family
live outside of Denver, Colorado. Readers can find her
on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, and at www.
jenturano.com.
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Acclaimed Author Delivers
Another Charming Victorian Romance
y Series spotlights the fascinating world of telegraph
operation in 1880s London
y “Delamere crafts a very appealing cast in this unique
historical romance. . . . [An] excellent London Beginnings
trilogy.”—Booklist on The Artful Match
y Ideal for fans of British-set historical romances from
Julie Klassen, Sara M. Eden, Kristi Ann Hunter, and
Julianne Donaldson

E

mma Sutton knows she should be satisfied with her position at London’s
Central Telegraph Office. But ever since she was orphaned young, she’s
longed for a family of her own. Things look up when a handsome engineer
is thrown into her orbit and he sends Emma the love note of her dreams.
Mitchell Harris’s sharp wit and facility with a pen have enabled him
to thrive despite serious obstacles. That the woman of his dreams works
just one floor above his should make life perfect. But a childhood accident
has left Mitchell convinced he’ll never draw a woman like Emma Sutton’s
attention. When his best friend—who once saved his life—falls in love
with Emma, too, and asks for help writing her love letters, Mitchell is torn
between desire and loyalty.
Believing the writer of the letters is the answer to her prayers, but confused over her growing attraction to Mitchell, Emma’s heart must decide
where to call home.

Crossed Lines
Love

along the

Wires #2 of 3

Jennifer Delamere

9 780764 234934
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: August 3
$15.99
978-0-7642-3493-4
trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Historical
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Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jennifer Delamere’s
acclaimed Victorian romances
have been finalists in the RITA
awards and have received a
Maggie Award for Excellence.
She’s been an editor of nonfiction and educational materials
for nearly two decades and
lives in North Carolina with her
husband. Visit her at
www.jenniferdelamere.com.
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MAY

Hannibal’s Books Have Sold More
Than 300,000 Copies
y “Plenty of international action and intrigue in this heist
thriller.” —Booklist on The Gryphon Heist
y Bestselling and award-winning author is a former
stealth pilot
y “An ambitious, beautifully realized thriller cut from the
cloth of James Rollins and Steve Berry.”
—BookTrib on The Gryphon Heist

A

fter a rough mission in Rome involving the discovery of a devastating bioweapon, Company spy Ben Calix returns to Paris to find his
perfectly ordered world has collapsed. A sniper attack. An ambush. A call
for help that brings French SWAT forces down on his head. Ben is out. This
is a severance—reserved for incompetents and traitors.
Searching for answers and anticipating a coming attack, Ben and a
woman swept up in his misfortunes must travel across Europe to find the
sniper who tried to kill him, the medic who saved his life, the schoolmaster
who trained him, and an upstart hacker from his former team. More than
that, Ben must come to grips with his own insignificance as the Company’s
plan to stop Leviathan from unleashing the bioweapon at any cost moves
forward without him—and he struggles against the infection that is swiftly
claiming territory within his own body.
Award-winning author James R. Hannibal rachets up the tension on
every page of this suspenseful new thriller.

The Paris Betrayal
James R. Hannibal

9 780800 738501
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 4
$15.99
978-0-8007-3850-1
trade paper
5½ x 8½
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Thrillers / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
James R. Hannibal is
no stranger to secrets and
adventure. This former stealth
pilot from Houston, Texas, has
been shot at, locked up with
surface-to-air missiles, and
chased down a winding German
road by an armed terrorist. He
is a two-time Silver Falchion
Award winner for his children’s mysteries, a former
Thriller Award nominee, and a 2020 Selah and Carol
Award finalist for The Gryphon Heist—the opener for
the CIA series that now includes Chasing the White
Lion. James is a rare multisense synesthete, meaning
all of his senses intersect. He sees and feels sounds
and smells, and hears flashes of light. If he tells you
the chocolate cake you offered smells blue and sticky,
take it as a compliment.
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EXCERPT
Short-haired and stocky, her
sleeves perpetually rolled up, Peg
took charge. “Cooper, honey,” she
said, “go call Artie on the kitchen
phone. His number is tacked on an
index card right next to the phone. I
saw the Lightship down at the dock.
He’s gotta be somewhere around
here.”
“Artie?” Blaine said. My Artie?
Dad was sitting on the sidewalk,
checking his father’s pulse. “Artie’s
the doctor for outlying islands.”
Artie…was what? He’d never told
her, but then again, they didn’t talk.
Not anymore. Two years ago, Blaine
and Artie had parted on a sour note.
His sour note, not hers. Artie Lotosky
had been her longtime friend, her very
best buddy, and she had invited him
to join her in Europe. Since he was a
struggling medical student, she’d even
offered to buy his plane ticket, which
she thought was a very generous offer,
especially because she would’ve added
it to her considerable credit card debt.
Artie turned her down flat. He wasn’t
at all grateful for her invitation. He
should’ve been, she thought, but he just
wasn’t. He even implied she was irresponsible. A few months later, she had
called him on his birthday and he never
bothered to return her call. That stung.
Peg pointed up the road. “Cooper,
there he is now.” Blaine spun around to
see her nephew dash up the street to
greet a man coming out of a store—hold
on! That man was Artie.
She’d had no warning. Her mind was
completely focused on the crisis at hand,
and the next moment, heart attack! Here
came Artie Lotosky, striding confidently
down Main Street, one hand grasping a
medical black bag.
Blaine stared. He’d lost weight. A lot of
it. He used to be kind of chubby. No longer.
And he sported a beard. Even his clothes
were an upgrade. Gone was the faded
sweatshirt with the stretched-out neck, replaced by a smart button-down. Gone were
the worn sneakers, replaced by trendy L.L.
Bean boots. Gone was his scruffy, unkempt
appearance. He looked like a completely
different person. Rakish. Stylish.
Goosebumps broke out on her arms. Man,
he looked good.
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Fisher’s Books Have Sold More
Than 1.2 Million Copies
y “This winsome tale will hit the
spot for fans of contemporary
inspirationals.”—Publishers
Weekly on On a Coastal Breeze
y Fisher’s books appear consistently on the ECPA bestseller
list
y “Filled with memorable
characters, gorgeous Maine
scenery, and plenty of family
drama.”—Irene Hannon, bestselling author of Starfish Pier

B

laine Grayson returns to Three Sisters Island with a grand plan—to take Camp Kicking
Moose to the next level. Her dream starts to unravel when she discovers Moose Manor’s
kitchen has been badly remodeled by her sister, Cam, who doesn’t know how to cook.
Added to that blow is the cold shoulder given by her best friend, Artie Lotosky, now a doctor
to the unbridged Maine islands.
As old wounds are opened, Blaine starts to wonder if she made a mistake by coming
home. Little by little, she must let go of one dream to discover a new one, opening her heart
to a purpose and a future she had never imagined.
Bestselling author Suzanne Woods Fisher invites you back to the coast of Maine for a
story that reminds you to release what doesn’t matter and cling to what does: faith, family,
and friendships.
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Suzanne Woods Fisher

9 780800 735005
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 4
$15.99
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trade paper
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Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
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FICTION / Romance / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Suzanne Woods Fisher is
an award-winning, bestselling
author of more than 30 books,
including On a Summer Tide
and On a Coastal Breeze, as
well as The Moonlight School
and the Nantucket Legacy,
Amish Beginnings, The Bishop’s
Family, The Deacon’s Family, and
© Dan Davis Photography
The Inn at Eagle Hill series.
She is also the author of several nonfiction books
about the Amish, including Amish Peace and Amish
Proverbs. She lives in California. Learn more at www.
suzannewoodsfisher.com and follow Suzanne on
Facebook @SuzanneWoodsFisherAuthor and Twitter
@suzannewfisher.
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Can They Stop a Deadly Bioattack
Before It’s Too Late?
y Koslin is the winner of three Royal Palm Literary awards
y Koslin writes fast-paced suspense with high action,
drawing on her experience as a fourth-degree
black belt
y A former female sniper saves a man’s life, only to
be drawn into his mission to stop the spread of
a lethal virus

F

ormer CIA sniper Kadance Tolle possesses a special set of skills and
a rare pedigree. She comes from a family of assassins, and by saving
Lyndon Vaile’s life she risks being found by them. Despite the danger,
Kadance feels compelled to help Lyndon discover who is after him—and
his research that seems to prove that the Ebola virus was manmade and is
about to be weaponized.
With shadowy figures pursuing them and a Mastermind watching their
every move, Kadance and Lyndon must scramble to stop an impending
bioattack at the State of the Union address. But their warnings fall on deaf
ears, and it becomes increasingly clear that there’s no one they can trust—
except perhaps each other.
Strap in for a breakneck story that will have you up all night, hurtling
toward the last page as the clock ticks and time runs out.

Never Miss
Melissa Koslin

9 780800 738396
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: May 4
$15.99
978-0-8007-3839-6
trade paper
5½ x 8½
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Melissa Koslin is a
fourth-degree black belt in and
certified instructor of Songahm
Taekwondo. In her day job as a
commercial property manager,
she secretly notes personal
quirks and funny situations,
ready to tweak them into
colorful additions for her books.
She and Corey, her husband
of twenty years, live in Jacksonville, Florida, where
they do their best not to melt in the sun. Find more
information on her books at MelissaKoslin.com.
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Moving Historical Romance from
Fan Favorite Rachel Fordham
y “Fordham’s wholesome tale will hit all the right notes
for fans of Christian historical novels.”—Publishers
Weekly starred review on Yours Truly, Thomas
y Will appeal to readers of Janette Oke and Lauraine
Snelling
y “Fordham beautifully [illustrates] the power in simple
acts of kindness to foster healing, hope, and happiness.”
—Booklist on The Hope of Azure Springs

F

ive years in a New York state reformatory have left a blemish on Hazel’s
real name. So when she takes a job as Doctor Gilbert Watts’s lady in
attendance in 1898, she does so under an alias. In the presence of her
quiet and pious employer, Hazel finds more than an income. She finds a
friend and a hope that if she can set her tarnished past in order, she might
have a future after all.
As Gilbert becomes accustomed to the pleasant chatter of his new
dental assistant, he can’t help but sense something secretive about her.
Perhaps there is more to this woman than meets the eye. Can the questions that loom between them ever be answered? Or will the deeds of days
gone by forever rob the future of its possibilities?
Rachel Fordham pens a tender tale of a soft-spoken man, a hardened
woman, and the friends that stand by them as they work toward a common
purpose—to expunge the record of someone society deemed beyond
saving—and perhaps find love along the way.

A Lady in Attendance
Rachel Fordham

9 780800 739737
VITAL INFORMATION
Available: June 1
$15.99
978-0-8007-3973-7
trade paper
5½ x 8½
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32
Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance / General
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Rachel Fordham is the author
of The Hope of Azure Springs,
Yours Truly, Thomas, and A Life
Once Dreamed. Fans expect
stories with heart and she
delivers, diving deep into the
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at reader emotions. She
loves connecting with people,
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traveling to new places, and
daydreaming about future projects that will have
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is a busy mom, raising both biological and foster
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lives with her husband and children on an island in
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EXCERPT
Marian closed the car door and
started toward the imposing porch
entrance that was reminiscent of a
gatehouse found on a castle, albeit
slightly smaller in size. She fumbled
with the ampulla and tightened her
grip on it. She couldn’t let anything
happen to the relic until she figured
out why Dad had it.
She brought the opening to her
nose and sniffed again as she had
earlier. What if the rumors were true,
and it had held liquid of some kind?
And what if he’d consumed it?
She touched her tongue to the inner neck and licked it. A strange rush,
like a gust of wind, charged through
her veins down her body into her arms
and legs. The gust was oddly warm in
the chill of the evening. As the grit dissolved against her tongue, she heard a
pounding gallop of horse hooves on the
driveway behind her.
Swiveling, she was shocked to find
an enormous horse bearing down on
her, its rider apparently not paying any
attention to the Bentley in its path.
She stepped backward, groping for the
Bentley door handle. But her fingers only
grasped air.
A glance out of her periphery told
her the car was gone—that Bojing had
already driven it away. How had the
slight man assisted Harrison into his
wheelchair and moved the vehicle so
rapidly?
The thunder of hooves drew nearer,
kicking up stones and dust with every
step. And yet, wasn’t Harrison’s driveway
paved?
She stepped back further, out of the
way, expecting to trip into the well-manicured tulip garden at the front of
Chesterfield Park. But uneven grass tickled
her ankles. The stallion passed by, leaving
a breeze in its wake that wafted across her
cheeks and bare arms and brought the odor
of horseflesh with a mixture of hay, mud,
and sweat.
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Travel through Time to 1300s
Canterbury in This Sweeping New Series
y Author has a combined social
media reach of nearly 200,000
y Hedlund’s books have sold
over 350,000 copies
y Hedlund has won multiple
awards including the INSPY,
Carol, and Christy Awards

T

he ultimate cure that could heal any disease? Crazy.
That’s exactly what research scientist Marian Creighton has always believed about
her father’s obsession, even if it does come from a desire to save her sister Ellen from the
genetic disease that stole their mother from them. But when her father falls into a coma
after drinking a vial of holy water believed to contain traces of residue from the Tree of Life
in the Garden of Eden, all of Marian’s assumptions must be questioned. He’s left behind
tantalizing clues that suggest he’s crossed back in time. Insane. Until Marian tests his
theories herself and experiences strange visions of medieval times.
With the help of one of her father’s colleagues, Marian discovers that she is not the only
one interested in his research. Stalking, break-ins, and a kidnapping convince her that she
must take the plunge and follow her father back to the 1380s or risk losing him—and her
sister—forever.
Bestselling author Jody Hedlund is your guide down the twisting river of time to a volatile era of superstition, peasant revolts, and chivalry in this suspenseful story.
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to imagine that she really can
visit the past, although she’s yet to accomplish the
feat, except via the many books she reads. Visit her at
jodyhedlund.com.
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Author’s Books Have Sold Close
to Half a Million Copies
y Author is the winner of multiple awards, including
Booklist’s Top 10 Romance 2018
y “This refreshing historical will be an appealing escape
for readers who enjoy Tracie Peterson.”—Publishers
Weekly on An Appalachian Summer
y “The tenacity and stalwart bravery that Gabhart so
skillfully instills in her female lead in this rugged, heartwarming read are to be admired.”—Booklist on These
Healing Hills

K

entucky packhorse librarian Tansy Calhoun doesn’t mind the rough trails
and long hours as she serves her Appalachian mountain community
during the Great Depression. Yet she longs to find love like the heroines in
her books. When a charming writer comes to town, she thinks she might
have found it—or is the perfect man actually closer than she thinks?
Perdita Sweet has called these mountains home for so long she’s nearly
as rocky as the soil around her small cabin. Long ago she thought she could
love, but when the object of her affection up and married someone else,
she stopped giving too much of herself away to others.
As is so often the case, it’s easier to see what’s best for others than to
see what’s best for oneself, and Perdita knows who Tansy should choose.
But why would anyone listen to the romantic advice of an old spinster?
Saddle up for a heartfelt story of love—love of family, love of place, and
the love of a lifetime—from bestselling author Ann H. Gabhart.
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farm’s fields and woods with her grandchildren and
her dogs, Frankie and Marley. Learn more at www.
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For Fans of Julie Cantrell and Lisa Wingate
y “This stirring tale will appeal to fans of Jody Hedlund.”—Publishers Weekly on All Manner of Things
y Susie’s novel All Manner of Things was named a 2020
Michigan Notable Book
y This stunning time-slip novel will be a favorite with
readers and book clubs

I

n 1975, three thousand children were airlifted out of Saigon to be adopted into Western homes. When Mindy, one of those children, announces
her plans to return to Vietnam to find her birth mother, her loving adopted
family is suddenly thrown back to the events surrounding her unconventional arrival in their lives.
Though her father supports Mindy’s desire to meet her family of origin,
he struggles privately with an unsettling fear that he’ll lose the daughter he’s poured his heart into. Mindy’s mother undergoes the emotional
rollercoaster inherent in the adoption of a child from a war-torn country,
discovering the joy hidden amid the difficulties. And Mindy’s sister helps
her sort through relics that whisper of the effect the trauma of war has had
on their family—but also speak of the beauty of overcoming.
Told through three strong voices in three compelling timelines, The Nature of Small Birds is a hopeful story that explores the meaning of family
far beyond genetic code.
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CBA bestselling author of All
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Song of Home. She serves on
the Fiction Readers Summit
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planning committee, volunteers
her time at Ada Bible Church in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, and speaks at retreats and women’s events
across the country. Susie and her husband have three
children and live in West Michigan.
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2020 Christianity Today Book Award
for Light from Distant Stars
y Will appeal to readers of Billy Coffey and James Rubart
y “Those who enjoy Jolina Petersheim, Carrie Stuart
Parks, and Tosca Lee and who appreciate mind- and
genre-bending fiction will want to add this to a reading
list.”—Library Journal on These Nameless Things
y “A tense novel exploring the breadth and limitations of
loyalty, forgiveness, and faith. . . . A memorable dive into
the human psyche.”—Foreword Reviews on Light from
Distant Stars

W

hen Paul Elias receives a terminal diagnosis, he leaves his physician’s office in a fog. Only one thing is clear to him: if he is going
to die, he must find someone to watch over his granddaughter, Pearl, who
has been in his charge since her drug-addicted father disappeared. Paul
decides to take her back to Nysa—both the place where he grew up and
the place where he lost his beloved wife under strange circumstances forty
years earlier.
But when he picks up Pearl from school, the little girl already seems to
know of his plans, claiming a woman told her.
In Nysa, Paul reconnects with an old friend but is not prepared for the
onslaught of memory. And when Pearl starts vanishing at night and returning with increasingly bizarre tales, Paul begins to question her sanity, his
own views on death, and the nature of reality itself.
In this suspenseful and introspective story from award-winning author
Shawn Smucker, the past and the present mingle like opposing breezes,
teasing out the truth about life, death, and sacrifice.
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Lisa Harris’s Novels Have Sold
More Than 500,000 Copies
y “Another skillfully crafted novel by a master of the
genre.”—Midwest Book Review on A Secret to Die For
y Harris is a Christy Award winner
y “Harris presents a fast-paced adventure which balances
intriguing clues, complex suspects, light romance, and
messages of forgiveness to create an excellent, entertaining read.”—Booklist on The Traitor’s Pawn

U

S Marshal Madison James may not be sure who shot her three months
ago, but she does know one thing—it’s time to get back out into the
field. When her partner, Jonas Quinn, receives a message that a federal
warrant just came in on a man connected to a string of bank robberies,
Madison jumps at the chance to get back to work. What she and Jonas
find is a bank robbery in progress that’s gone wrong—and things are about
to get worse.
For these bank robbers, it’s never been just about the money. It’s about
taking risks and adrenaline rushes, and getting caught is not part of the
game. When the suspects escape, Madison and Jonas must hunt them
down and bring them to justice before someone else—someone close to
them—gets hurt . . . or worse.
From Seattle to the San Juan Islands, bestselling author Lisa Harris
takes you on a nonstop chase where feelings are complicated and failure
isn’t an option.

The Chase

US Marshals #2 of 3
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Lisa Harris is a bestselling
author, a Christy Award winner,
and the winner of the Best
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from Romantic Times for her
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than 40 books, including The
Escape, The Traitor’s Pawn,
Vanishing Point, A Secret to Die
For, and Deadly Intentions, as well as The Nikki Boyd
Files and the Southern Crimes series, Harris and her
family have spent over 17 years living as missionaries
in southern Africa. She is currently stateside in Tulsa,
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EXCERPT
“No one seems to know where
the teen is,” the man said. “The
neighbor had the kid’s number. I’ve
called it, but it went straight to
voicemail.” He handed Caden a piece
of paper with the number on it.
“Thanks.” He texted the number
to Daria and asked her to find the
phone. He looked at Zane. “We’re
going to need to set up a task force.”
“I was thinking the same thing.”
His partner coughed and pulled a
pack of tissues from his pocket.
“Be right back.”
Caden let his gaze scan the room,
ignoring the chatter of the other
officers coming from the open front
door. He stopped at the mantel.
Pictures lined it. Mostly of the children.
Some of the family. And one of another
family he’d seen somewhere. Zane
returned with a bottle of water. “Sorry.
Had to find some Motrin and blow my
nose. Seriously, how can your nose feel
stuffed completely full and when you
blow it, noth—”
“I don’t need the details, dude.” Zane
still held the tablet in his other hand.
Caden nodded to it. “Let me see those
pictures from the first crime scene
again will you?”
Zane pulled them up. “Why?”
He popped a cough drop.
“Scroll through them. I’m looking for
something in particular.”
His partner swiped one picture after
another.
“There,” Caden said. “Stop.”
“What do you see?”
“The same picture on that end table in
the Bailey’s home that’s over there on the
mantle.”
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Author’s Books Have Sold More
Than 860,000 Copies
y Lynette Eason consistently hits
the ECPA bestseller lists
y “Eason remains a force in
action-packed inspirational
fiction with this excellently
paced, heartening tale.”
—Publishers Weekly on
Collateral Damage
y “Readers who enjoy the combination of faith and romantic
suspense will be thrilled with
Eason’s latest.”—Booklist on
Collateral Damage

A

va Jackson entered the military shortly after high school, but her mother’s illness has
forced her to request an early discharge. She already lost her father while deployed,
and there’s no way she’s going to let her mother die alone. But after a visit to the nursing
facility where her mother lives, Ava is attacked walking back to her car. Fortunately, FBI
Special Agent Caden Denning arrives in time to help fight off her attacker.
Caden reveals to Ava that she may hold the key to the murders of three families, and he
needs her help before anyone else is harmed. The hits show a pattern, and clearly the killer
has an agenda. But if Caden and Ava can’t discover what it is, Ava may be next on the hit
list.
Bestselling author Lynette Eason concludes her latest suspense-filled series with a bang
as secrets are revealed and the guilty are brought to justice.
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is the winner of three ACFW
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Carol Awards, the Selah Award,
and the Inspirational Reader’s Choice Award, among
others. She is a graduate of the University of South
Carolina and has a master’s degree in education from
Converse College. Eason lives in South Carolina with
her husband and two children. Learn more at www.
lynetteeason.com.
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EXCERPT
“There has to be another way.”
But even as she said it, she knew it
wasn’t true.
“Your mom and I have talked
about it. I want to spend every
moment I can with her. I’ve decided
to sell.” His mouth twisted on the
words, his façade beginning to crack,
and she could do nothing but throw
her arms around her dad and hold
him tightly.
“I’m so sorry,” she whispered into
his shoulder. He didn’t need her grief
too. He needed her to be strong and
sure.
She’d heard fishermen talk of ships
in distress looking for any port in the
storm. But her mom and dad didn’t
need just any port. They needed to be
able to lean on her in the face of the
unknown. She couldn’t buckle under
her own grief. She wouldn’t.
With a gentle pat on her back and a
sniff just above her head, her dad pulled
away. His long legs carried him back a
step just as the glow of the morning sun
lit up the ocean where it met the east,
turning the water from black to inky
blue. “I have to tell you something else.”
His furry black eyebrows sank together,
meeting over his crooked nose.
Her stomach sank. There was no way
this was good news. But what else could
he possibly add?
“I’m going to sell to Oliver Ross.”
Was there another Oliver Ross on
the island she didn’t know? Maybe this
one was from away. From far far away.
Maybe he wasn’t the boy she’d gone to
school with or the one she’d actively been
avoiding for more than a decade. And it
did require some concentrated effort not
to run into him in tiny Victoria by the Sea.
It was worth it for her sanity.
But when her dad motioned in the
direction of the truck, she knew. She knew
with utter certainty that he was selling his
business to her arch nemesis.
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Johnson’s Novels Have Sold More
Than Half a Million Copies
y Liz Johnson is a New York
Times bestselling author and
Carol Award finalist
y This series returns to her
fans’ favorite location, Prince
Edward Island
y “Both an exciting treasure
hunt and penetrating exploration of overcoming past
mistakes, Johnson’s excellent
novel will captivate readers.”
—Publishers Weekly starred
review on A Glitter of Gold

W

hen Meg Whitaker’s father decides to sell the family’s lobster-fishing business to her
high school nemesis, she sets out to prove she should inherit it instead. Though she’s
never had any interest in running the small fleet—or even getting on a boat due to her
persistent seasickness—she can’t stand to see Oliver Ross take over. Not when he ruined
her dreams for a science scholarship and an Ivy League education ten years ago.
Oliver isn’t proud of what he did back then. Angry and broken by his father walking out on
his family, he lashed out at Meg—an innocent bystander. But owning a respected fishing
fleet on Prince Edward Island is the opportunity of a lifetime, and he’s not about to walk
away just because Meg wants him to.
Meg’s father has the perfect solution: Oliver and Meg must work the business together,
and at the end of the season, he’ll decide who gets it. Along the way, they may discover
that their stories are more similar than they thought . . . and their dreams aren’t what they
expected.
Bestselling author Liz Johnson invites you back to Prince Edward Island for a brand-new
series about family, forgiveness, and the kind of love that heals all wounds.
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Luesse’s Debut Novel, Missing Isaac,
Won the 2018 Christy Award for First Novel
y “Luesse creates an engrossing ensemble cast in this
historical romance.”—Publishers Weekly on Almost Home
y “Luesse’s uplifting tale will delight fans of sweet historical romance.”—Booklist on The Key to Everything
y Award-winning magazine writer is best known for her
pieces in Southern Living, where she is currently the
senior travel editor

R

estless with the familiarity of her Alabama home, Ellie Fields accepts
a teaching job in a tiny Louisiana town deep in bayou country. Though
rightfully suspicious of outsiders, who have threatened both their language
and their culture, most of the people in tiny Bernadette, Louisiana, come to
appreciate the young and idealistic schoolteacher as a boon to the town.
She’s soon teaching just about everyone—and coming up against opposition from both the school board and a politician with ulterior motives.
Acclimating to a whole new world, Ellie meets a lonely but intriguing
Cajun fisherman named Raphe who introduces her to the legendary white
alligator that haunts these waters. Raphe and Ellie have barely found their
way to each other when a huge bounty is offered for the elusive gator,
bringing about a shocking turn of events that will test their love and their
will to right a terrible wrong.
A master of the Southern novel, Valerie Fraser Luesse invites you to enter the sultry swamps of Louisiana in a story that illuminates the struggle
for the heart and soul of the bayou.
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Valerie Fraser Luesse is the
bestselling author of Missing
Isaac, Almost Home, and The
Key to Everything, as well as an
award-winning magazine writer
best known for her feature
stories and essays in Southern
Living, where she is currently
senior travel editor. Specializing
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in stories about unique pockets
of Southern culture, Luesse received the 2009 Writer
of the Year award from the Southeast Tourism Society
for her editorial section on Hurricane Katrina recovery
in Mississippi and Louisiana. A graduate of Auburn
University and Baylor University, she lives in Birmingham, Alabama, with her husband, Dave.
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978-0-7642-3308-1 • $16.99p

SECRETS OF MY HEART

Jane Kirkpatrick
978-0-8007-3611-8 • $15.99p

Julie Klassen
978-0-7642-1819-4 • $15.99p

DEAD END

Valerie Fraser Luesse
978-0-8007-3750-4 • $15.99p

Nancy Mehl
978-0-7642-3186-5 • $15.99p

FOREVER HIDDEN

THE CRUSHING DEPTHS

Tracie Peterson
978-0-7642-3225-1 • $15.99p

Tracie Peterson and Kimberley
Woodhouse
978-0-7642-3248-0 • $15.99p

COLLISION OF LIES

STAY WITH ME

Tom Threadgill
978-0-8007-3650-7 • $15.99p

THE BRIDGE TO BELLE ISLAND

Becky Wade
978-0-7642-3560-3 • $13.99p

AN IVY HILL CHRISTMAS
Julie Klassen
978-0-7642-3380-7 • $15.99p

UNYIELDING HOPE

Janette Oke and Laurel Oke Logan
978-0-7642-3567-2 • $16.99p

MINUTES TO DIE

THE TIMEPIECE

Beverly Lewis
978-0-7642-3307-4 • $15.99p

THE WAY OF LOVE

Tracie Peterson
978-0-7642-3228-2 • $16.99p

A SONG OF JOY

Dani Pettrey
978-0-7642-3085-1 • $15.99p

Susan Sleeman
978-0-7642-3396-8 • $15.99p

Lauraine Snelling
978-0-7642-3292-3 • $15.99p

LIVING LIES

THE HEART OF A HERO

LOVE’S MOUNTAIN QUEST

Natalie Walters
978-0-8007-3532-6 • $14.99p
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Susan May Warren
978-0-8007-3585-2 • $15.99p
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978-0-7642-3389-0 • $15.99p
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